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Fractal radar scattering from soil
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A general technique is developed to retrieve the fractal dimension of self-similar soils through microwave
~radar! scattering. The technique is based on a mathematical model relating the fractal dimensions of the
georadargram to that of the scattering structure. Clear and different fractal signatures have been observed over
four geosystems~soils and sediments! compared in this work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wave scattering on fractal refractive index fluctuatio
and on fractal surfaces has found applications in all fields
science to characterize the irregular geometry of surfaces
volumes @1–4#. The use of small-angle x ray and neutro
scattering and optical diffraction has made it possible to
termine the fractal dimension of different mass and surf
fractals over ten decades of length scales@5–8#. Electromag-
netic scattering was also proposed to retrieve a typical
mension for multiscale surfaces@2,6,9–11#.

The nonuniform internal structure of anR-sized fractal
aggregate in theE-dimensional space manifests itself in no
trivial massM and densityr scaling@12#

M}m0~R/a0!D, ~1.1!

and

r}r0~R/a0!D2E, ~1.2!

whereD is mass fractal dimension,m0 , r0 , anda0 are mass,
density, and size of the constituent particles, respectiv
Their density correlation functionC(RW )}^r(rW1RW )r(rW)&
scales as

C~RW !}RD2E. ~1.3!

The intensity of monochromatic waves scattered on the m
fractal is proportional to

S~qW !5E E dxW dxW8C~xW2xW8!exp@ iqW •~xW2xW8!#, ~1.4!

whereqW is the wave vector. From Eqs.~1.3! and ~1.4!
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S~qW !;uqW u2D. ~1.5!

If the scattering takes place on fluctuations of the refract
index r,

S~qW !}E ^r ~xW8!•r ~x1xW8!&exp~2 iqW •xW !dV. ~1.6!

As the correlation function of the refractive index fluctu
tions is proportional to that of the material densityr(xW ) @12#,
we have in this case as wellS(qW );uqW u2D. Small angle x-ray,
neutron, or optical scattering measurements use Eq.~1.5! to
determine the fractal dimension of aerogels, colloidal agg
gates, and polymers. These techniques cannot be appliein
situ to natural fractals, as for instance soils.

Most theoretical work have been done in Fourier doma
but since Berry’s@13# ‘‘diffractal’’ theory there have been
attempts@4,13–15# to infer the fractal dimension of the sca
terer from the time history of the scattered pulses. Howe
ground penetration radar~GPR@16,17#! has apparently neve
been used for this type of research.

In this work, we developed a mathematical model, a wa
simulation software, and a fractal analysis technique to
trieve the dimensionality of fractally porous systems throu
microwave scattering. With these techniques, we analy
GPR georadargrams recorded over different soils and s
ments of Mexico, previously documented isotropic ma
fractals in the 0.009–0.2 cm range@18#.

II. TIME-DOMAIN ASPECTS OF FRACTAL SCATTERING

Instead of the Fourier representation~1.4! and ~1.5!, we
shall study the scattering process as it evolves in time@4,19#.
A simple time-domain argument shows that the backsc
tered pulse train is fractal, and its fractal dimension is rela
to that of the scatterer.

Suppose we send a narrow-band signals(t) into a soil
section, between depthsz50 andz5Zmax. Let the transmit-
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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ter and receiver antennas be atx50, z50. Neglecting mul-
tiples, the received signal is

A~ t !} (
j 51

N@1

I j~qW j !nj~qW j !e
iqW j ct, ~2.1!

where I j (qW j ) is the intensity of the wave scattered from
volume element with scattering vectorqW j , nj (qW j ) is the num-
ber of discrete scatterers having the same scattering ve
andc is electromagnetic~em! wave speed in soil. By Hunt’s
@20# theorem,if A j (qW j )5I j (qW j )nj (qW j ) satisfies the conditions

~i! auqW j u<uqW j 11u<buqW j u for some b.a.1 and for all j,
~ii ! 21, lim j→` ln Aj /lnuqW ju52H,0, then the wave am

plitude A(t) [given by Eq. (2.1)] is a self-affine generalize
Weierstrass function@15,21–24#, the self-affinity dimension
of the graph of A(t) is 22H, and the trace of A(t) has a
Hausdorff dimension D522H. To check the fulfillment of
conditions~i! and ~ii !, assume that all backscattered ene
comes from the plane of measurement. Then

nj~qW j !}uqW j uD, ~2.2!

whereD is mass fractal dimension of the scatterers (1<D
<2). As the scatterers are randomly oriented tw
dimensional objects~platelets of clay minerals, layer-wis
deposited grains, cracks, layer boundaries!, the scattering in-
tensity from a single scatterer scales as

I j~qW j !}uqW j u22 ~2.3!

@25#. In fractal soil, both the grain-size and pore-size dis
butions consist of a finite number of geometrically decre
ing size classes@26#. Radar only penetrates a limited rang
so there are only a finite number of different scattering v
tors qW j . Consequently, some constantsa andb can be found
to satisfy condition~i!. By Eqs.~2.2! and ~2.3!

Aj~qW j !5I j~qW j !nj~qW j !}uqW j uD22, ~2.4!

and taking the limit in condition~ii ! gives

21, lim
j→`

ln Aj

lnuqW j u
5D22,0, ~2.5!

proving that the graph ofA(t) has the same fractal dimen
sion D as the mass fractal dimension of the soil’s scatter
Sections II A and II B and the Appendix will develop th
heuristic argument to a convolutional model.

A. Convolutional model of radar wave reflection from soil

Geophysical fields are fractals@21–24#. The self-similar
or self-affine nature of magnetic susceptibility, albed
brightness, temperature, topography, and other fields@27–31#
is well documented. The fractal dimension of these fie
must be known when designing a measuring network, ot
wise small fractal dimensional anomalies will be lo
@22,31–33#.

We consider common offset or common depth point g
radargrams@16#. Because of attenuation@34#, only reflec-
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tions from not deeper than a few times the dominant wa
length are recorded. Assume the inputs(t) has Dirac-d
autocorrelation,

E s~ t !s~ t1t!dt}d~t!. ~2.6!

Carry out a GPR measurement on the surface,z50, of a soil
layer situated between 0<x<Xmax, 0<z<Zmax, the depth
coordinatez pointing downward. At point~x,z! inside the
medium, the wave velocity isc(x,z) and the dielectric per-
mittivity is «(x,z). Denote the measured wavefield b
y(x,t), 0<x<Xmax, 0<t<Tmax, wheret is two-way time.
A statistically homogeneous part,S5X1<x<X2 , Z1<z
<Z2#0<x<Xmax, and 0<z<Zmax of the medium with
constant radar wave velocityc(x,Z)[c will map into a rect-
angular windowW5X1<x<X2 , T1<z<T2 in the georad-
argram, inside which

t5
2z

c
~2.7!

holds between two-way traveltime and depth. The recor
wave field isyi , j5y( iDx, j Dt), whereDt satisfies

Dt!
1

2 f 0
~2.8!

@35#, and Dx is radar station spacing. Assume that on t
radar display, the pixel size is exactlyDt. Denote in (x,z)
PS, the local refractive index byr i , j5r ( iDx, j Dz), where
Dz5cDt/2. The input radar signal is sampled assi
5s( iDt), i 50,1,...,m, wheremDt is signal length. InW, the
recorded GPR signature is convolution of the input sig
with the series of refractive indices:

y~x, j Dt !5(
i 50

m

s~ iDt !r ~x,@ j 2 i #Dz!. ~2.9!

With the usual notation$y(x, j Dt)%5$sj%* $r (x, j Dz%, where
* denotes the convolution,$ f %* $g%u j5( i f igj 2 i .

B. Fractal permittivity distribution implies fractal GPR record

Suppose that in soil sectionS, the permittivity is bimodal:
either «5« low'1, or «5«high@« low , and that the set of
high-permittivity pointsSpermittive5$(x,z)u«(x,z)'«high% is
fractal with the same mass fractal dimensionD as the pore
set. If (x,z)PS, (x8,z8)PS, then ^«(x,z)«(x8,z8)&
}(A(x2x8)21(z2z8)2)D22}^r (x,z)r (x8,z8)&. The fol-
lowing threepropositionsestablish exact relations betwee
the fractal dimensions of radargrams and fractal dimensi
of the high-permittivity points.~Their proofs are found in the
Appendix.!

~a! Proposition 1. The radar response y(x,t) of a soil
layer S with isotropic fractal permittivity distribution has th
same horizontal fractal autocorrelation function^y(x,t)y(x
1D)&}DD22 as the permittivity field«(x,z) has in S.
3-2
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FRACTAL RADAR SCATTERING FROM SOIL PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 041403 ~2003!
~b! Proposition 2. The radar response y(x,t) of a medium
S with isotropic fractal permittivity has the same vertic
fractal autocorrelation function̂y(x,t)y(x,t1t)&}tD22 as
the permittivity field has in S. If the permittivity distribution
is ergodic, its fractal dimension D can be estimated fro
almost every single GPR trace of y(x,t).

~c! Proposition 3. If we consider the georadargram as
binary image (black corresponding to pores), then the m
fractal dimension of the black pixels in window W is t
same as the mass fractal dimension D of the hi
permittivity points in S.

C. Computer simulation of radar wave reflection

The agreement between the mass fractal dimension o
high-permittivity points in the soil, and of the positive am
plitudes on the georadargram, has also been verified by
merically solving the wave equation@36#

]2

]z2 E~x,z!1q2@sin2 u01«~x,z!21#E~z!50, ~2.10!

subject to the boundary conditions

e01er5E~0!,
~2.11!

iq sinu0~e02er !5
]E

]zU
;x,z50

@q5v/c is wave number in vacuum;u0 is the angle of inci-
dence on the layer from above;«(x,z) is complex dielectric
permittivity; E(x,z) is the em field inside the medium
e0(x), and er(x) are the reflected and transmitted wave
respectively, andi 5A21]. Equations~2.10! and~2.11! were
approximated by a symmetric difference equation and sol
by the sweep method. Several simulations were run on s
thetic shapes with different types of symmetry~Fig. 1!, and
on microscopic images of the soil~Fig. 2!. The binary im-
ages were ‘‘explored’’ by simulated em waves, pixel
pixel; and in all cases, good correlation was found betw
the fractal dimension extracted from the microscopic ima
and the fractal dimension of the reflected intensity pro
uer(x)u.

III. GEOSYSTEMS DESCRIPTION

Four geosystems of Mexico, in steady- or stationary-s
moisture condition, were selected for study. These soils
sediments consist of materials with contrasting morpholo
cal and physical properties, and displayed self-similar beh
ior both in their solid and pore sets from microscopic
macroscopic length scales@37#. A Pulse Ekko model 1000
radar system with 225 MHz antenna was used for the fi
survey. In order to correlate radar data with geology, a re
ence section was cut in each site, down to some 1.5–4.
depths depending on the estimated penetration of mi
waves. By matching these reference sections with the re
tors on the georadargrams, we obtained accurate microw
velocities. The reference sections were also used for
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morphologic description, micromorphologic sampling, a
geophysical measurements.

A. Melanic Andosol, Veracruz state

Andosols are young volcanic soils characterized by h
amorphous clay content, less than 0.8 Mg m23 bulk density,
higher than 70% porosity, and extremely high solid parti
specific surface~250 m2 g21! @38#. A moist soil contains
about 30% of its volume as solid phase, and 70% as liq
and gas. The characteristic size of microaggregates and
cropores is less than 0.25 mm@micro units, Fig. 3~a!#. In the
reference section, four horizons were identified byin situ
measured bulk density. The layer with maximum bulk de
sity ~390 kg m23! has the minimum dielectric constan
~18.7!. A change in bulk density from 390 to 300 kg m23

coincides

FIG. 1. Simulated radar wave reflection from objects of size
m with different type of symmetry. The permittivity distribution i
~a! a Sierpinski-carpet@21#, ~b! and ~c! nonfractal, ~d! synthetic
fractal. In each image, white corresponds to«510, black to«51
permittivities. The superimposed curves show the computed
flected radar intensityuer(x)u, for l50.1 m ~1! andl50.01 m~2!
wavelengths. DB is the box-counting dimension,DW is the
wavelet dimension, andDR/S is the rescaled-range dimension.
3-3
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with a significant increase in water content~from 25.3 to
58.3 %! and dielectric constant~from 18.7 to 44.4!.

B. Eutric Vertisol, Guanajuato state

Eutric Vertisol, under continuous drip irrigation, was s
lected as a typical local agricultural soil, with high shrin
swell capacity, well-developed macrostructure and poo
defined microstructure. Macroaggregates are 25 to 100
size @Fig. 3~b!# their stability is especially dependent on th
soil’s wet-dry cycles. The Vertisol’s physical properties va
with moisture content and the associated shrink-swell p
nomena. A moist soil would contain about half of its volum
as solid phase, the other half shared by liquid and gase
phases@39#. This proportion drastically changes during d
hydration when the bulk density increases from 0.9–
Mg m23 to 1.6–2.0 Mg m23.

FIG. 2. Simulated radar wave reflection from micromorpholo
images of soils, considered as real 0.2 m sized objects:~a! Melanic
Andosol,~b! Eutric Vertisol, and~c! and~d! Texcoco Lake deposits
In each image, white corresponds to«510, black to«51 permit-
tivities. The superimposed curve is the computed reflected ra
intensityuer(x)u, for ~1! l50.1 m and~2! l50.01 m wavelengths
DM P is the pore mass fractal dimension,DW is the wavelet dimen-
sion, andDR/S is the rescaled range dimension.
04140
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Three horizons were distinguished in the reference sec
by physical measurements. The most important differen
are related to the soil’s mechanical resistance, which
changed from 797~0–15 cm! to 1317 KPa cm22 ~30–45
cm!, reflecting the presence of a pass horizon compacted
machine–‘‘plough-pan.’’ The high variabilities of bulk den
sity, volumetric water, and apparent dielectric constant
related to the presence of fissures. The atypical behavio
this soil is well documented@39,40#.

C. Texcoco Lake sediments, Mexico state

The moderately well-drained soils had been formed
lacustrine deposits, with exceptionally high water retent
capacity: 1 g of clay retains more than 3.5 g of water@41#.
The reference section is 1.62 m deep, and is separated
two very contrasting parts by a 30-cm-thick compacted
saltic volcanic ash layer of 1.42 Mg m23 bulk density@Fig.
3~c!#. It is overlain by a 39-cm organic-matter-rich layer
around 0.98 Mg m23 bulk density. Underlying the volcanic
ash layer are lacustrine clay sediments, in direct contact w
the water table@Fig. 3~e!# which occurs at 1.8 m depth. Th
bulk density of clays varied from 0.43@Fig. 3~d!# to 0.28

ar

FIG. 3. Microscopic images of the more contrasting horizons
the ~a! Melanic Andosol;~b! Eutric Vertisol; ~c!, ~d!, and ~e! Tex-
coco lake;~f! Tepetates profile.
3-4
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FRACTAL RADAR SCATTERING FROM SOIL PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 041403 ~2003!
Mg m23 @Fig. 3~e!#. There are six horizons with clearly dif
ferent morphology, physical and mechanical properties
this reference section, separated by regular, perfectly h
zontal boundaries.

D. Tepetates, Mexico state

In Latin America, hardened soils of volcanic origin a
often referred to by vernacular names@42#. In Mexico, these
formations are calledTepetateswhich translates as ‘‘hard’’ in
the Nahuatl Indian language. In general, tepetates in
Mexican high plateau are natural, massive, compact and
formations, cemented by different chemical agents, includ
clays and silica. They are considered barren because o
low connectivity of their pore space@Fig. 3~f!#. Hardness,
low hydraulic permeability, and dielectric permittivity~near
3! are their distinctive characteristics. Ten horizons with co
trasting properties were described in the reference sec
The cemented horizons were separated by clayey lay
some of them being paleosoils@37#.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Micromorphologic analysis

At each site, three undisturbed samples (834 cm2) were
collected with metal samplers from each layer of the ref
ence section. All samples were taken at field moisture
transported in plastic bags without drying. In the laborato
samples were dried by acetone replacement~in liquid phase!
method and then impregnated with a 1:1 mixture of epo
resin ~HU-543! and acetone@43#. Soil cores were reimpreg
nated with the same resin under vacuum conditions. W
the resin hardened, samples were horizontally sectioned
allel to the soil surface.

Three thin sections (234 cm2, 30 mm average thickness!
were prepared from each sample by standard procedure@44#
and analyzed under Olympus, BH-2 petrographic mic
scope. Four black-and-white photographs were taken at
same scale from each thin section. Examples for more c
trasting optical microscopy digital images, one for each s
are shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~d!.

B. Field survey

The Pulse Ekko model 1000 radar system with antenn
225 MHz central frequency was used for field surveys. T
penetration depths were significantly different in the fo
sites, fluctuating between 1.50 m in the Vertisol to 4.00 m
the Tepetates. Mean radar wave velocity varied from 0.04
0.143 m ns21, dielectric permittivity changed from 4.4 t
65.9. Assuming a quarter-wavelength resolution, the 2
MHz GPR antenna could resolve objects between 4 to 16
size @45–47#. Only those parts of the unprocessed verti
common offset radar profiles that corresponded to the e
mated depth of radar penetration@12# were used for fracta
analysis.

C. Fractal analysis

Several fractal dimensions are required for the comp
description of a fractal system, each having its special
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nificance@22#. We used theBENOIT software@48# for fractal
analysis.BENOIT analyzes the data by five self-similar an
five self-affine techniques@49#. In the self-similar case, the
program acts upon two-dimensional bitmap images, and
self-affine methods require a linear array of data. The s
similar methods available inBENOIT can measure the bo
dimensionDB , mass dimensionDM , information dimension
DI , perimeter-area dimensionDP/A , and ruler dimension
DR . We used only the first two (DB and DM) for fractal
analysis of georadargrams and optic microscopy images
dividual GPR traces and computer-simulated reflected wa
were analyzed using the self-affine methods inBENOIT. From
the five available methods~wavelets, variogram, power spec
trum, roughness-length, andR/S) @48#, the wavelets andR/S
methods proved to be robust.

D. Time-domain reflectometry

Time domain reflectometry~TDR! was used to measur
the relative apparent dielectric constantKa and the volumet-
ric water contentu i of the soils and sediments. TDR me
sures the dielectric constant over broad frequency ba
typically between 100 and 1000 MHz@50#. In situ Ka mea-
surements were performed at a series of vertical position
each layers in the four opened sections, and ten meas
ments along each GPR transect. The mean values of v
metric water content and apparent dielectric constant w
determined at every 1 m along the GPR survey line.

V. DISCUSSION

The interaction of waves with fractal media is a compl
subject@51,52#, where conventional wave equation forma
ism does not apply because of nondifferentiability. T
present study addresses the inverse problem, namely, ho
obtain the medium’s fractal geometry from the GPR profi

We analyzed optical microscopy images of the soil, co
plete GPR profiles and selected parts of them, correspon
to strong reflectors. In all cases, we could demonstrate
the large-scale fractal geometry of the medium—expres
by fractal inhomogeneities in the velocity and permittivi
distribution @53#—is inherited in the GPR image.~This is
similar to Pentland’s@54# finding that a fractally rough sur
face and the intensity distribution on its photographic ima
have the same fractal dimension.! A single scale-independen
fractal dimension has been found for all sets studied. It w
shown that the solid (DMS) and pore (DM P) mass fractal
dimensions depend on the soil or sediment genesis and
gree of compaction@37#. The range of observed difference
in the fractal dimensions of contrasting materials is not
ways statistically significant.

A. GPR profile interpretation

Reference velocities of radar waves and their range
penetration were estimated from the measured permitti
values. In the Melanic Andosol, the apparent dielectric c
stant varied from 18.7 in the upper layer~95 cm! to 44.4~at
130 cm!. With 0.068 m ns21 mean velocity, an about 2-m
penetration was observed@Fig. 4~a!#. For the Eutric Vertisol,
3-5
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FIG. 4. Common offset georadargrams for~a! Melanic Andosol,~b! Eutric Vertisol,~c! Texcoco Lake,~d! Tepetates profile.
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the mean wave velocity was 0.054 m ns21, depth of penetra-
tion was approximately 1.5 m which was the smallest for
compared materials. The first strong reflector~RI! related to
the plough-plan was detected at near 30 cm depth. The s
inclined, strong reflectors on the Vertisol georadargram
related to the broad and deep fissures in this soil@Fig. 4~b!#.
In the Texcoco profile, we found a mean wave velocity
0.054 m ns21 and 1.8-m penetration@Fig. 4~c!#. The second
pair of reflectors~1.2 and 1.4 m depths! coincided with the
enrichment of the clay layer with carbonised microfau
bodies ~Fig. 5!. The largest mean wave velocity~0.143
m ns21! and deepest penetration~'4 m! occurred for the
Tepetate profile, related to the low mean permittivity~4.4!
and quasistate moisture content inside the cemented
04140
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zons. Five groups of horizontal reflectors were identified
the reference section: the reflectors at 1.5 and 1.8 m ca
related to the lower limit of thet2a tepetate layer~150 cm!,
those between 2.0 and 3.0 m correspond to thet2b bound-
aries, and those at 4.0 and 4.5 m are associated with tht3
tepetate@Fig. 4~d!#. The first three strong reflectors~0.5, 0.8,
and 1.2 m!, are related to the fragmented arable horizon
recuperated tepetate.

B. GPR profile fractal analysis

A single scale-independent fractal dimension was fou
in each compared georadargram. More compact deposits~Te-
petates! and materials with submicroscopic porosity~Tex-
3-6
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FIG. 5. Microscopic image from the clay horizon, Texcoco La
profile, with carbonized microfauna bodies~polarized light!.
ent
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to

04140
coco Lake! have smaller fractal dimensionsD0 , estimated
from the georadargram~Table I! and there is good correlatio
between theD0 values and the pore network fractal dime
sions, estimated on the microscopic images@Fig. 6~a!#. For
each site, the fractal dimensionsD0 of the black part of all
analyzed georadargrams, are close to the soil pore fra
dimensionsDM P and significantly different from the solid
network fractal dimensionsDMS . There is high correlation
(R250.99) between the mean values ofD0 and DM P , and
an inverse tendency betweenD0 and DMS @R250.71, Fig.
6~b!#. The fractal dimensions of the white part of the geo
dargram (D255) were related to the pore and solid fract
dimensions, respectively, withR250.94 andR250.73@Figs.
6~c! and 6~d!#.

When we analyzed separate zones of the georadarg
between coherent reflectors@Figs. 7~a!–7~d!#, we got signifi-
cant linear relations betweenD0 andDM P for the more con-
trasting horizons of Tepetates@R250.99, Fig. 7~c!# and Tex-
coco Lake@R250.95, Fig. 7~b!#, and less significant ones i
the more homogeneous soils@Figs. 7~a! and 7~d!#.

The fractal dimensions of the solid, respectively pore s
estimated on micromorphologic images and extracted fr
georadargram have a strong statistical relation with de
The opposing tendencies, depending on stratigraphy
depositional history, were detected when comparing differ
soils ~Figs. 8 and 9!.

The zone-by-zone fractal analysis of the georadargra
has proved the GPR’s high resolution and its capacity
s,

s

TABLE I. The soil solid (DMS) and pore (DM P) fractal dimensions, extracted from optical micrograph
compared with the fractal dimensions of the georadargrams’ black (D0) and white (D255) part, respectively.
~The standard deviation fluctuated between 0.001 and 0.016 for all data.!

Soil

Microscopic image Georadargram GPR profile, between horizon

DMS DM P D0 D255 D0 D255

Melanic Andosol
mean value 1.930 1.896 1.851 1.937
~0–50!cm 1.937 1.882 1.842 1.922
50–100 1.925 1.897 1.829 1.879
100–150 1.928 1.908 1.799 1.898

Eutric Vertisol
mean value 1.937 1.828 1.824 1.945

0–30 1.931 1.888 1.867 1.892
30–100 1.935 1.727 1.794 1.934

100–150 cm 1.944 1.799 1.776 1.955
Tepetate profile

mean value 1.964 1.759 1.787 1.950
0–120 1.955 1.842 1.839 1.914

120–200 1.941 1.777 1.850 1.882
200–235 1.968 1.791 1.809 1.899
260–400 1.965 1.761 1.815 1.942
400–430 1.988 1.622 1.760 1.951

Texcoco Lake
mean value 1.952 1.771 1.788 1.950

0–40 1.943 1.843 1.868 1.857
40–80 1.955 1.765 1.763 1.937
80–160 1.967 1.705 1.709 1.977
3-7
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FIG. 6. Fractal dimensionD0 of the georadargram’s black part compared with~a! the pore (DM P) and ~b! solid (DMS) fractal dimen-
sions;~c! and~d!—the same for the fractal dimensionD255 of the white part of the georadargram. Only the mean values of fractal dimens
are compared.

FIG. 7. Fractal dimensionD0 of the georadargram’s black part compared with the pore set’s fractal dimension (DM P) inside the zones
between coherent reflectors:~a! Melanic Andosol,~b! Texcoco Lake,~c! Tepetates profile, and~d! Eutric Vertisol.
041403-8
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FRACTAL RADAR SCATTERING FROM SOIL PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 041403 ~2003!
reflect the hierarchic geometry of the pore space. Best res
were obtained in profiles with contrasting permittivitie
~Texcoco Lake and Tepetates, Table I!. In the upper part of

FIG. 8. Change of the solid set’s fractal dimension with dep
in ~a! Melanic Andosol,~b! Texcoco Lake, and~c! Tepetates profile.
04140
lts

the Texcoco Lake profile, the black parts of the georad
gram had the highest fractal dimension~1.87!, while in the
clay horizon~80–160 cm! the smallest~1.71!. Both values
agreed with the pore fractal dimensions of the same lay
~1.87 and 1.70, respectively!, but differed from the solid set’s
fractal dimensions~1.89 and 1.97!. The same regularity was
observed for the other profiles.

C. GPR trace fractal analysis

Theoretically, it is possible to reconstruct the medium
properties from a single reflected radar trace~Ref. @55#, and
Proposition 2 of this paper!. We analyzed selected individua
traces of common offset georadargrams, using self-sim
techniques@Figs. 10~a!–10~d!#, and then analyzed the com
plete traces’ amplitude distribution, applying self-affin
methods@Figs. 11~a!–11~d!#. We called the latter distribution
‘‘GPR fractal signature.’’ Both analyses confirmed the frac
nature of the scattered microwaves, and strong correla
was obtained between the fractal dimensions extracted f
micromorphologic images, complete georadargrams, in
vidual traces, and amplitude distributions. The mean fra
dimensions calculated for traces were always slightly low
than those estimated from images. This decrease in fra
dimension might be due to signal clipping~Eq. A4.2!, or to
structural heterogeneity.

,

FIG. 9. Fractal dimensionD0 of the georadargram’s black part as a function depth in~a! Melanic Andosol,~b! Texcoco Lake,~c!
Tepetates profile, and~d! Eutric Vertisol.
3-9
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FIG. 10. Self-similar fractal analysis of GPR traces. Examples for box-counting, information entropy estimation, and the mas
dimension calculation for the~a! Melanic Andosol,~b! Eutric Vertisol,~c! Texcoco Lake, and~d! Tepetates profile.
041403-10
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FRACTAL RADAR SCATTERING FROM SOIL PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 041403 ~2003!
VI. CONCLUSIONS

We studied experimentally and theoretically the statis
of radar pulses, scattered from fractally heterogeneous
layers. The ground penetrating radar has produced clear
distinct fractal signatures over four types of soil with co
trasting properties. This signature may be directly deco
from the black part of the georadargram, or from the am
tude distribution of the traces. The fractal dimension de
mined from the georadargram is highly correlated with
fractal dimension of the soil’s pore system estimated fr
microscopic images. It is concluded that the georadarg
can be used to reconstruct the fractal structure of the
plored media down to the microscopic scale.
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APPENDIX: PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS 1–3

1. Proof of proposition 1

Select two GPR traces fromW a distanceD apart:y1(t)
5s(t)* r (x,z) and y2(t)5s(t)* r (x1D,z). Denoting by
$ai%, the time-reversal of the series$ai%, recalling the com-
mutativity of convolution and that the correlation of a s
quence with$ai% is the same as convolving it with its tim
reversal $ai%, the expected crosscorrelation betweeny1
5$y(x,i )% andy25$y(x1D,i )% becomes

^$y1%$y2%&5^$s%* $r ~x! j%* $s̄% *̄ $r ~x1D! j%&

5@s* s̄#* ^r ~x! j* r ~x1D! j&5Rss~ j !* R««~D!,

FIG. 11. GPR amplitude distributions~‘‘GPR fractal signature’’!
in ~a! Melanic Andosol,~b! Eutric Vertisol,~c! Texcoco Lake, and
~d! Tepetates profile.
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where the autocorrelation of a random functionf is defined
as Rf f(t)5^ f (t) f (t1t)& for functions, and asRf f( j )
5^ f i f i 1 j& for time series. As we assumed Eq.~2.6! that
Rss(t)5d(t), and as d(t)* f (t)5 f (t) for any f (t),
^y(x,t)y(x1D)&}Rxy(D)}DD22.

2. Proof of Proposition 2

Put y(x,t)5s(t)* r (x,z), y(x,t1t)5s(t1t)* r (x,z
1z), andz5(c/2)t. As in the previous proof̂y(x,t)y(x,t
1t)&5@s(t)* s(t1t)#* ^r (x,z)* r (x,z1z)&5Rss(t)*Rrr (z).
If Rss(t)}d(t), ^y(x,t)y(x,t1t)&}tD225(2/cz)D22

}zD22}Rrr (z)}R««(z). If the permittivity distribution
«(x,t) is ergodic inS @56#, Rss(t) ~and consequently, the
mass fractal dimensionD! can be estimated from almost ev
ery georadargram trace.

3. Proof of Proposition 3

Consider the georadargram as a binary image, and ana
an (N3N)-size square in it, whereN is in pixel-size units.
Let this square correspond to some rectangular (L3Z)-size
domain in the geologic section, inside whichc is constant
and the local permittivity maxima are distributed as a m
fractal with dimensionD. Let, on the display, the distanc
between traces beAmax@pixels#, while the real distance be
tween radar stations isDx. Suppose that the graph of a sing
elementary signal reflected from an isolated hig
permittivity scatterer contains altogetherB black pixels.
Then

L5
N@pixel#

Amax@pixel#
Dx5A•N;

Z5N@pixel#DtF sec

pixelG c@m/s#

2
5B•N . ~A3.1!

Estimate the total number of black pixels in the (N3N)-size
georadargram window. Under any radar station, there
}ZD/2}ND/2 high-permittivity scatterers~i.e., pores—the ex-
ponentD/2 follows from the generalized Delesse’s princip
@57#!. These contribute}mBND/2}ND/2 black pixels to the
corresponding trace. Here 0,m,1 is a constant to compen
sate for the losses of black pixels in cases when posi
parts of a reflected signals(t2t1) are destructively interfer-
ing with negative parts of an other waves(t2t2). ~If the
arrival-time distribution is Poisson,m can be estimated from
Campbell’s theorem@35#.! A similar reasoning shows tha
along a randomly selected horizontal row of the selec
georadargram window, there are}ND/2 black pixels. By@57#
the total number of black pixels in the (N3N)-sized geora-
dargram window scales as}ND/2ND/2}ND; that is, in any
part of the georadargram corresponding to a homogene
soil section, the black pixels form a fractal set with the sa
mass fractal dimension as the high-permittivity points in t
soil.
3-11
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4. The effect of signal clipping

We assumed in Proposition 3 that the display gain a
spacing between trace centers have been set to avoid
ping. Still, in practice, some clipping always arises~Fig. 10!.
We have checked experimentally that if the large amplitu
are only slightly clipped, the fractal dimension of the trace
preserved. In the other extreme, the signature becomes a
graph signal @35# with exponential autocorrelationR
}e2lutu, wherel is the Poisson density of wave arrivals. B
Eqs.~2.4! and~A4.2! l5autuD22, wherea is constant, that
is R}e2aur uD21

. If the autocorrelation function of a stocha
tic process satisfies
,

s

n-

o

en

04140
d
lip-

s
s
le-

g5
1

2
lim
r→0

ln@R~0!2R~t!#

ln t
,1, ~A4.1!

then the process is fractal of dimension 22g @58#. In our
caseg5(D21)/2,1; that is, the extremely clipped trace
still fractal, but its fractal dimension

Dclipped5
52D

2
~A4.2!

is less thanD if D>5/3.
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